City of Santa Monica
Memorial Park Neighborhood Plan
Workshop #2: Options and Ideas
Civic Center, East Wing
Thursday, January 16, 2014
6:30-9:30PM
Summary
The planning process for the Memorial Park Neighborhood Plan (MPNP) involves community visioning
for the area around Memorial Park and the future Expo 17th Street/SMC Light Rail Station. Since project
initiation in August 2013, staff has met with community leaders and citizens, numerous neighborhood
and business groups, property owners, City advisory committees, and others, gathering a wide range of
input regarding the Plan area. The make-up of the MPNP project is continually being informed and
shaped by input gathered over two dozen meetings, from responses to the project website and online
survey, and from participants of MPNP community workshops.
In continuation of outreach efforts and building on community participation and dialogue to date, a
second workshop for the MPNP was held on Thursday, January 16, 2014 at the Civic Center, East Wing.
The meeting began with an introduction and presentation that was based upon stakeholder and
community input to date, followed by presentation of a range of proposed options being considered for
the draft plan. Following the presentation, participants were invited to break into small group
discussions to provide feedback on proposed options and contribute ideas for the MPNP area. A
participant from each group reported back on the key points that emerged from their discussions.
Introduction and Presentation
Francie Stefan, Strategic and Transportation Planning Manager, kicked
off the workshop by welcoming the approximately 50 participants in
attendance and introducing City staff and lead consultant John Kaliski of
John Kaliski Architects. The bullets below provide some of the main
points presented by Kaliski including the MPNP purpose and process,
the LUCE vision for the MPNP area, outreach efforts completed and
community input received to date:


For the area around Memorial Park and adjacent to the future Expo 17th Street/SMC Light Rail
Station , the MPNP is the tool for creating strong linkages and connections to major destinations
and existing neighborhoods; enhancing Expo Light Rail Station access (first/last mile);
supporting and integrating with open space additions, including Memorial Park expansion to
include the City-owned former Fisher Lumber site; incorporating sustainability strategies;
improving the quality and safety of people walking and biking; establishing a complete
neighborhood with a diversity of local-serving uses and types; and enhancing district character
and quality.
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Workshop 2 is in the Options and Alternatives phase, and the MPNP is scheduled for adoption
hearings in 2015, prior to Light Rail operation.
The LUCE identifies the MPNP area to be a lower-scale activity, mixed-used neighborhood in
which neighborhood conservation and “No Net New PM Peak Hour Trips” is emphasized and
some jobs and housing are to be added. This fits into an overall strategy in which 96% of the
City’s land area is preserved and the remaining 4% of land area, along boulevards and near
transit hubs such as the three future Expo Light Rail Stations, accommodates new activity in a
walkable environment.
Robust project outreach engaged neighborhood groups, non-profit organizations, advocates,
City Commissions and groups such as Recreation and Parks, Landmarks, and the Taskforce on
the environment.

Based on outreach between August 2013 and January 2014, staff incorporated ideas heard from the
community and refined key themes to develop a series of proposed options for further input at the
workshop. Kaliski described the proposed options that were reflective of the range and menu of
ideas for shaping the draft plan for the MPNP area. The diverse options, organized under four
emerging themes, included creating a transit plaza for the Light Rail Station, encouraging adaptive
reuse of structures, considering parking on a district basis or only parcel-by-parcel, and many others
described in the table below.
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Workshop Exercise – Proposed Options
Kaliski then presented the workshop’s objective and group exercise. Groups were asked to prioritize the
15 design options for overall circulation and parking, Expo station interface, area use and character,
open space and streetscape. The following options, organized by emerging theme, were presented to
participants:
Options for Group Discussion – Organized by Emerging Themes to Date
Neighborhood Authenticity! (NA)
Get There! (GT)
 NA#1 Adaptive Reuse Potential
 GT#1 Pedestrian Improvements
 NA#2 Expo Station Placemaking
 GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack
 GT#3 MPNP District Parking
 NA#3 Neighborhood Scale & Mix of Uses
 GT#4 16th Street Drop-off/Kiss and Ride
Open Space “Gems”! (OS)
 OS#1 Colorado Connectors
Expo Station: A There, There! (ES)
 OS#2 Stormwater Management
 ES#1 Transit Plaza
 OS#3 Potential Freeway Cap Connections
 ES#2 Bike Center
 OS#4 16th Street Greenbelt
 ES#3 Expo Bike Path Extension
 ES#4 Memorial Park Expansion
Group Discussions
Workshop participants gathered into small groups for a one and a half hour exercise facilitated by City
staff and project consultants. The exercise utilized “Option Cards” for each of the proposed options
described above. Each option card provided a location, description, and supporting images with blank
space for additional comments. “Wild Cards” were also made available to allow for additional thoughts
and priorities from the community. A base map was provided at each table to orient the options within
the Plan area. Base maps could be marked up with new ideas and for locating priority improvements.

Results of the Group Exercise
The following notes were recorded at each table and were reported back to the whole workshop by one
of the participants following the exercise.
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Table #1






Facilitators: Rebecca Radojicic, Jeremy Klop
Recorder: Colleen Stoll
Reporter: Andrew Hoyer





Priority: GT#3 MPNP District Parking–centralized
underground, need good parking management
for all users, prioritize parking for seniors; ES#3
Expo Bike Path Extension; ES#4 Memorial Park
Expansion–underground parking, for recreation
(2nd floor tennis), all sides of park should be
inviting (ex: jogging trail around the park); NA#2
Expo Station Placemaking & NA#3 Neighborhood
Scale and Mix of Uses–low-scale, 1-2 stories,
neighborhood serving uses on northern side on
Colorado and park expansion on southern side,
both day/night uses and local serving retail on
northern side of Colorado (well-lit, active,
friendly, safe spaces like Ocean Park Boulevard,
between 14th and 17th Streets); OS#2 Stormwater
Management–stormwater retention basins for
SMURRF
Like: GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack–bulb outs
conflict with bike facilities; ES#2 Bike Center–
north of 17th Street, could be underground if
connected to parking with open space
(community garden) on surface; NA#1 Adaptive
Reuse Potential–need parking first to facilitate
adaptive reuse (offices/cafes can reuse local
retail), need active ground floors to attract
passersby; OS#1 Colorado Connectors–
community benefit option
Additional Wild Card Ideas: None
Low Priority: OS#3 Potential Freeway Cap
Connections–not for freeway capping because of
cost
Disagreement: residential (works with adaptive
reuse, could have on second floor, young people
might want to live across from the park), 3 votes
for affordable/family housing and 1 vote against
any housing, including affordable/family; GT#4
16th Street Drop-off/Kiss and Ride–cheap/flexible,
put retention basin here (under 16th Street), kiss
and ride for short term; OS#4 16th Street
Greenbelt–if park expands to 17th Street
Other: hospital will have shuttles for employees
and will benefit people coming to visit, don’t push
bikes into traffic lanes when making pedestrian
improvements (bulb outs), transit plaza should be
kept small and have more softscape than
hardscape, 70 parking spaces is not enough to

KEY:
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Get There (GT) Expo Station (ES) Neighborhood Authenticity
(NA) Open Space (OS) Wild Card (WC)

serve train station, plant grass at Fisher Lumber
Site until there is money to expand the park, plan
for phased implementation that is more
affordable, 16th Street closure would need to
make more sufficient accommodations for
parking and drop-off that currently occurs on 16th
Street

Table #2





Facilitators: Andrew Kaplan, Linda Huynh
Recorder: Laura Beck
Reporter: Michael Feinstein



Priority: GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack–likes
dedicated bike lanes, tie-in to Michigan Avenue,
drawing of cycletrack needs to be less cluttered;
GT#3 MPNP District Parking–concentrated,
unbundled, underground parking provides
opportunity for more affordable housing in the
area and facilitates adaptive reuse; ES#2 Transit
Plaza–need to provide secured bike parking;
NA#1 Adaptive Reuse Potential–by promoting
adaptive reuse, keeps some existing structures to
mix with some new housing structures that are
larger; NA#3 Neighborhood Scale and Mix of
Uses–“one-stop shop” for family services
(community center, youth, seniors, Boys & Girls
Club, childcare), consider how to address
gentrification and not drive out all of the existing
uses (incentives for reuse/existing scale, historic
preservation strategy); OS#3 Potential Freeway
Cap Connections–11th to 18th Streets, dream
bigger, 2016 ballot measure, green space will
counterbalance density and knit Pico
Neighborhood back together
Like: ES#3 Expo Bike Path Extension–See WC#2
below
Additional Wild Card Ideas: WC#1 Move school
district to Civic Center–gain district land to expand
Memorial Park to 17th Street, bike path extension
along Colorado would then not create a net loss
of open space, parking under 16th Street and use
16th Street to access underground parking; WC#2
14th Street Cycletrack–consider if Expo Bike Path
Expansion continues along south side of Colorado
Avenue to 14th Street
Other: new housing should not overwhelm, be
aggressive in terms of big picture, unbundled
parking as a strategy for affordability (people
could choose to buy parking)

KEY:
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Get There (GT) Expo Station (ES) Neighborhood Authenticity (NA) Open Space (OS) Wild Card (WC)

Table #3





Facilitators: Tim Rood, Steve Chucovich
Recorder: Michelle Glickert
Reporter: Jossimar Fuentes





Priority: GT#1 Pedestrian Improvements–parklet
as an active area, landscaping (native plants) as
placemaking; GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack–great
for college; GT#3 MPNP District Parking–
underground, screened, larger parking south of
Colorado, both dispersed and concentrated (large
structure) can happen together; ES#1 Transit
Plaza–(smaller) bike center/lockers, underground
parking, concerned about impact of activity on
neighborhood, public space with public
restrooms, coffee, food, seating, wi-fi, tables,
community meeting space, PAL, farmer’s market;
ES#4 Memorial Park Expansion–move tennis
courts, offices, and community rooms to this site,
possible museum; NA#2 Expo Station
Placemaking–could refer to area’s industrial past
(brick, giant typewriter), need something
distinctive and fun (big sculpture, lighting, public
art, iconic, topiary, plants, surprising landscaping),
potential for arts district
Like: ES#2 Bike Center–this is a fairly small
footprint element, location east or west of 17th
Street doesn’t matter that much, make it work
with N/S bikeway; NA#1 Adaptive Reuse
Potential–don’t erase attractive, industrial,
historic buildings, incentivize with tax credits,
possible landmarking; OS#1 Colorado
Connectors–connect to Colorado ground floor
retail; OS#2 Stormwater Management–a given
Additional Ideas: WC#1 Broadway–residents
need parking now, consider Broadway for
satellite parking and 18th/Broadway surface
parking as an opportunity site
Low Priority: ES#3 Expo Bike Path Extension–
Broadway bikeway is a block away and highly
used, Helen’s Cycle acts as a bike center,
concerned about loss of potential bike land
Disagreement: OS#3 Potential Freeway Cap
Connections–some really like and some want to
save it for later, “romantic” notion given costseems premature given lower-scale uses
envisioned, no rush (freeway space will be there),
consider effects on Olympic, 16th Street Greenbelt
as initial connection; GT#4 16th Street Dropoff/Kiss and Ride–Crossroads parents drop-off at
17th/Colorado and might use 16th Street instead,

KEY:
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Get There (GT) Expo Station (ES) Neighborhood Authenticity (NA) Open Space (OS) Wild Card (WC)



no residents on this block so unlikely to have
opposition; Alternative, more favored view: OS#4
16th Street Greenbelt–park is small and “overrun,”
want to use 16th Street to expand park instead
(no parking, drop off 14th/17th/Colorado)
Other: hospital shuttle for patients (need more
parking if employees like idea); 1-3 stories along
Colorado corridor (1st Fl. Retail/Commercial, 2nd
Fl. Office, 2nd/3rd Fl. Housing, 4th Fl. Affordable
Housing)

Table #4




Facilitator: Joanna Hankamer
Recorder: Michael Kennedy
Reporter: Mitch Dorff



Priority: ; GT#3 MPNP District Parking–70 spaces
for park not enough, expand parking,
protect/provide enough parking for Memorial
Park, both dispersed and concentrated parking,
prefer underground structure for long-term;
connectivity for all modes and ages “8 through
80”(OS#1 Colorado Connectors, OS#3 Potential
Freeway Cap Connections, GT#1 Pedestrian
Improvements–greening with trees and plants,
GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack–be mindful of
accessible sidewalk widths, don’t reduce to
accommodate cycletrack, ES#1 Transit Plaza–
access to station and options for access, ES#3
Expo Bike Path Extension–to 11th Street if
compatible with park plan); ES#4 Memorial Park
Expansion–consolidate facilities for more park
space; NA#2 Expo Station Placemaking–needs
balanced core of services at transit plaza (shops,
restaurants) within walking distance, okay with
densification at new station to create
opportunities; NA#3 Neighborhood Scale and Mix
of Uses–history and style of buildings that are
unique to this area and enhance the “flavor” of
the neighborhood, combination of history and
future reflected in architecture
Like: GT#4 16th Street Drop-off/Kiss and Ride–
meters have 3 hour maximum; NA#1 Adaptive
Reuse Potential–authentic placemaking and
adaptive reuse makes sense as neighborhood hub
for all ages
Additional Ideas: WC#1 Protect Gem Before
2015–need more security (rangers), parking,
access to park now and when Expo opens; WC#2
Connectivity and Access to Facilitate Aging in
Place–walkability, improved N/S bus service,
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KEY:
Get There (GT) Expo Station (ES) Neighborhood Authenticity (NA) Open Space (OS) Wild Card (WC)




facilities for older persons, older persons as part
of vitality of community, facilities for wheelchairs
and baby carriages; WC#3 Move Memorial Park–
move to Civic Center park, redevelop or parking
lot; WC#4 Public Art/History–honoring
authenticity and history of 90404 (18th Street Art
Center, station plaza, route to station)
Low Priority: OS#4 16th Street Greenbelt–bad
idea, antithetical to parking, construct parking
over 16th Street to increase supply
Other: 18th Street Art Center considering making
station side the front door–focus on arrival
experience and connecting to bike path,
consolidating park entrances works against
community serving uses, 14th Street as access to
parking lot is difficult

Table #5




Facilitator: Francie Stefan
Recorder: Courtney Crosson
Reporter: Cynthia Rose






Priority: GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack; ES#2 Bike
Center–with community co-op; ES#3 Expo Bike
Path Extension; OS#3 Potential Freeway Cap
Connections; OS#4 16th Street Greenbelt–favor
over kiss and ride
Like: GT#3 MPNP District Parking–favor
concentrated underground parking to avoid
having people drive all over for parking, new
buildings provide own parking with development;
GT#4 16th Street Drop-off/Kiss and Ride; ES#4
Memorial Park Expansion–support dual uses and
tennis courts on top; NA#1 Adaptive Reuse
Potential–keep existing buildings, but modernize;
NA#3 Neighborhood Scale and Mix of Uses–assets
for the neighborhood (coffee shop, co-op), good
area for housing (young and old attracted to carfree or car-deprioritized housing areas)
Additional Ideas: None
Disagreement: ES#1 Transit Plaza–one
participant felt it would become “new hot spot
with more traffic” and bring too many people into
the area
Other: preserve 11th and 14th Streets for
bicyclists, keep transit plaza neighborhood-scale
and target businesses in the neighborhood,
housing should trend towards family housing, do
not prioritize automobiles over people, potential

KEY:
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Get There (GT) Expo Station (ES) Neighborhood Authenticity (NA) Open Space (OS) Wild Card (WC)

need for new schools (elementary and middle),
entrance to Expo station more green (maybe
transit plaza)

Table #6







Priority: GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack–strong
support, but concerned about details; GT#3
MPNP District Parking–interest in concentrated
parking and underground parking at Fisher
Lumber, this keeps people from cruising the
neighborhood; ES#2 Bike Center–with community
co-op, best location for bike center is on the plaza
side; NA#1 Adaptive Reuse Potential–encourage,
parking is key to preserving buildings, preserve
small business opportunities at Olympic cul-desacs; NA#3 Neighborhood Scale and Mix of Uses–
nothing going on (missing banks, post office,
after-school), commercial/retail needed, preserve
scale of neighborhood, one to two stories (at
most three), height of area equals character
Like: GT#4 16th Street Drop-off/Kiss and Ride;
ES#3 Expo Bike Path Extension–liked extension to
14th and to 11th (some concern about
redevelopment), better to have people spilling
out to 14th and dispersing more cyclists and
pedestrians
Additional Ideas: None
Other: encourage Samohi students to bike in
from Memorial Park; interested in options in
addition to bikes (shuttles to and from hospitals,
N-S buses needed, live bus info for riders);
consider needs of older adults, disabled people
and neighbors getting in and out of station
without cars)

Facilitators: Peter James, Liz Bar-El
Recorder: Pete Dzewaltowski
Reporter: Alison Kendall

Table #7


Priority: GT#3 MPNP District Parking–70 spots
not enough, shared parking, concentrated parking
and underground; GT#4 16th Street Drop-off/Kiss
and Ride; ES#2 Bike Center–for residents; ES#3
Expo Bike Path Extension–bikeway along Colorado
to access shops; NA#1 Adaptive Reuse Potential–
low-scale, limit development, don’t mind
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Get There (GT) Expo Station (ES) Neighborhood Authenticity (NA) Open Space (OS) Wild Card (WC)









residential above; NA#3 Neighborhood Scale and
Mix of Uses–low scale businesses; OS#1 Colorado
Connectors
Like: OS#2 Stormwater Management
Additional Ideas: None
Low Priority: ES#1 Transit Plaza–no surface
parking, underground, need other facilities; NA#2
Expo Station Placemaking–should not be 5stories; OS#4 16th Street Greenbelt–prefer kiss
and ride
Disagreement: ES#4 Memorial Park Expansion–
active park that is all programmed, more passive
zones, have security concerns; GT#2 17th Street
Cycletrack–not worth it, can do it if bikes are
incorporated on Metro, would be safer than 14th
since 11th is busier
Other: would like to know how the buses and bus
stops will work, need enforcement at plaza,
would like to see bike lanes going across at 17th

Facilitators: Beth Rolandson, Lisa Padilla
Recorder: Wenchong Lai
Reporter: Ellen Hannon

KEY:
Get There (GT) Expo Station (ES) Neighborhood Authenticity (NA) Open Space (OS) Wild Card (WC)
Results from the Group Exercise
With the understanding that participants’ feedback and ideas are generated from unique individual
perspectives within the context of nuanced group discussions, a simple point system was utilized to
tabulate the priority options across all groups. “Priority” options received 2 points and “Like” options
received 1 point. The following chart displays the “Priority” and “Like” options for each of the 7 tables
(row) and totals the points for each of the 15 options (column). Please note that additional “Wild Card”
ideas are not reflected in the chart.
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4

11

Neighborhood
Scale and Uses

Colorado
Connectors

Stormwater
Management

Freeway Cap
Connections

16th Street
Greenbelt

1
1
1
2
5

Expo Station
Placemaking

2
2
2
2
1
2
2
13

Adaptive Reuse
Potential

2
2

1
2
2
2
2
2

Memorial Park
Expansion

16th St. Dropoff/Kiss & Ride
GT#4

Expo Bike Path
Extension

MPNP District
Parking
GT#3

Bike Center

17th Street
Cycletrack
GT#2

Transit Plaza

Pedestrian
Improvements

Table Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total
Points

GT#1

ES#1

ES#2

ES#3

ES#4

NA#1

NA#2

NA#3

OS#1

OS#2

OS#3

OS#4

1
2
1

2
1

2

1
2
1
1
1

2

2
2

1

2

2
2

4

2
2
2
10

2
2
1
2
10

2
2
1

7

2
8

2
2

6

2
1
2
9

2
1
2
2
2
8

1

1
4

2
2
2

2

8

2

From highest to lowest, the options ranked as follows:
Rank
(ties)
1
2
3
3
5
6
6
6
9
10
11
12
12
12
15

Design Option Under Discussion
GT#3 MPNP District Parking
GT#2 17th Street Cycletrack
ES#2 Bike Center
ES#3 Expo Bike Path Extension
NA#3 Neighborhood Scale & Uses
NA#1 Adaptive Reuse Potential
OS#1 Colorado Connectors
OS#3 Freeway Cap Connections
ES#4 Memorial Park Expansion
NA#2 Expo Station Placemaking
GT#4 16th St. Drop-off/Kiss & Ride
GT#1 Pedestrian Improvements
ES#1 Transit Plaza
OS#2 Stormwater Management
OS#4 16th Street Greenbelt

Total
Points
13
11
10
10
9
8
8
8
7
6
5
4
4
4
2

Conclusion and Next Steps
Moving forward, the priority options identified in this group exercise will be studied and incorporated
into draft concepts for the Plan, which will be released to the public and presented for further discussion
to City Boards, Commissions and stakeholders.
For the workshop presentation or more information about the Memorial Park Neighborhood Plan,
please visit our project website at www.memorialparkplan.net.
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